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Being LGBT
friendly

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

Some University faculty
and staff participated
in Safe Zone training,
learning about the LGBT
community and how to
be allies | Page 5

Grading: more
complicated
than it seems
Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer reflects on the

A representative from the Peace
Corps will be on campus today
and tomorrow to rocniit students
Peace Corps [Coulter and former volunteer Kristin VVegncr will
be holding general information
sessions and speaking to organizations and classes about volunteer opportunities.
The requirements for serving in
the Peace Qirps are fairly simple.
Volunteers just have to be U.S.
citizens over the age of 18 and in
good health. Those are just the
technical requirements, however,
Wegner said, and the Peace Corps
always goes by what specific

countries are requesting, which
is usually volunteers who have a
bachelor's degree and some volunteer experience
Wegner said it is not uncommon
for people to join the Peace Corps
right out of college or soon after.
There are 80.000 people in 76 different countries around the world
volunteering for the Peace Corps
right now. Of those 80,000. 11 are
University graduates. Since the
Peace Corps was fonned in 1961,
209 graduates from the University
have gone on to volunteer.
"There's a great amount of students who have an interest in
serving." Wegner said. "It's a great
time in their lives to serve and
share their skills."

"It's a great time

and a college or universin thai

in their life to serve

graduate school in a specific program will) tuition assistance, said
Christine Torres, publk affairs

allows former volunteers to attend

and share their

specialist for the Chicago Regional

skills."
Kristin Wegner | Peace Corps recruiter

While representatives from the
Peace G>rps have been coming to
the I Iniversity once each semester
for a long time, this year there
is a new aspect to their recniiting. This year the University has
a Fellows program with the Peace
Corps.
A Fellows program is a partnership between the Peace Corps

Peace Corps Office. Volunteers
put in their lime working with the
Peace Corps, and then they are
able to come back to the U.S. and
receive financial help for graduate
education.
The scholarships are in varying
amounts. Torres said, hut there
is no time limit to claim tin in
Volunteers can lei any amount ol
lime pass after tiieir service before
they decide to go back it> school
without their scholarship opportunity expiring,

Torres said the program is good
for both universities and students,
because students can savemone)
on their degree, and it allows the
schools io attract ,i different type
ill student.
"When they come to the
University, they can bring thai
experience and perspective with
them into the classroom." she
said.
The Universin is one of only
two schools in Ohio In oiler a

Fellows program, the other being
the University of Cincinnati.
The University's program is a
Master's degree in ( ross-Cttllural
CORPS
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grading process and
how, despite efforts

Speaker
animates young
lack leaders

to make it objective,
it really is more of a
subjective ordeal
| Page 4

Community
colleges prove
advantageous
An increase in job
layoffs, overall
economic failure
and competition for
employment have
caused many
individuals to turn to
community colleges
|Pag«S

Fires take toll
on Australia
There have been at
least 108 deaths in the
wake of the worst
wildfires Australia has
seen since 1985
| Page 10

Falcons
basketball wins
tough games
Women's winning streak
extended to 20 after
overtime win and men
get a good rally in the

By Lin Chafatz
Reporter

lames T lackson of the University
of Toledo spoke at the 10th annual
lilack Issues Conference as the keynote speaker this past weekend.
The kickoff lor the conference
was Saturday night in the Union
and the conference took place
Saturday from 1030 a.m. - 430
p.m. in the Union. Included were
sessions for the public to attend, a
lunch in, a speech by the keynote
speaker and a panel discussion
on the psychological problems for
black people.
Some of the sessions included
a session on the "Ideal Family"
(The Obamas). a session entitled
Hoodwinked: Who die media
made me," a session on how black
people are perceived in the media,
"Black is, Cay ain't," dealing with the
black gay community and another
session about Barack Obania, "He
made it, now what?"
The theme for the conference
was the "talented tenth," a theme
which focuses on W.F.B. DuBois
and his belief that 10 percent of
the African American population
would rise up and lead the rest
On to die greater good. The fact
that Barack Obania became the
first black president the same year
as the 10th annual Black Issues
Conference was a complete coin;2

Sec ISSUES

second half to seal the
comeback I Page 6

Spring EXPO Job Fair visits University,
students should start their research now
Over 80 companies come in search of qualified, ambitious employees
By Matt Schoolcraft

"Once they do the

Reporter

GERALD HERBERT I M> PHOTO

.,

If you were planning to
join the Peace Corps,
where would you go
and what would you do?

FEDS PADDING PAYROLLS: Then-President-elect Barack Obama. flanked by thenTreasury Secretary-designate Timothy Geilhnet. left, and then-Council ol Economic Advisers
Chan-designate Christina Romer. meets with rtiembers of his economic team at his transition
office in Washington.

Obama pushes for economic
pass of recovery legislation
ByJimKuhnhann

HEATHER MAGGIO
Sophomore. Early Childhood

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama plunges into a difficult test of his leadership this
week, struggling to get a divided
Congress to agree on his economic
recovery package while pitching a

"Darfur. to work with
the children and make
sure they're safe and
have food and
schooling." | Page 4

new plan Io ease loans to consumers and businesses.
TheSenate's$827billionstimulus
legislation seems assured narrow
passage tomorrow. Harder work
for Obama and the Democrats
See ECONOMY | Page 2

Over 80 companies will be represented at the University on
Feb. 10, all looking for qualified
students to till openings within
their companies.
Students should do their
research and come prepared,
said Susan Cladieux, recruiting
manager at the Career Center
"They should be confident.
Once they do the research,
they'll know which ones |companiesl that they're interested
in and they'll know what their
opportunities are," Gladieux
said. "What you put in is what

you'll take out"
Gladieux recommends students research the companies
through their WorkNct account
on MyBGSU, to Find which companies they want to look at once

research,... they'll
know what their
opportunities are."
Susan Gladieux | Career l

they get to the job fair. Students
should review the supplement
that will he provided around
campus, to help students get
everything in order before
attending ihe job fair.
The I-XPO is open to all majors
and all classes, offering everything from part-time positions
lo internships to full-lime postgraduate jobs.
Students should make sure
they present themselves well by
wearing professional attire.
Corey Becker graduated

this pasl Ma) with a degree in

Communications. I le knows the
importance of doing the research
and being prepared.
" [he dress for the job (ail is
business professional. Make sure
your shirt and pants are ironed,
don't look like you JUSI tolled out

ol bed." Becket said As far as
interviewing goes, i did research
on the companies I was interested in. thai way I would sound
intelligent about the position."
Students who attend the job
fair as freshmen and sophomores will have an advantage by
the time they are seniors looking
for post-graduate positions.
Chris Rfvas, a University alumnus withadegree in International
Business, gained that advantage during his college years. I le
JOB FAIR
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BLOTTER

HOME

THURSDAY FEB. 5
11:57 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects were throwing objects at
a house on Troup Avenue in an
attempt to get in.

FRIDAY, FEB. 6
12:33 A.M.
Julia Rentz. 20. of Bowling Green,
was cited for prohibited acts after
using someone else's identification
at Uptown/Downtown Bar.
3:54 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
subject caused approximately $1,000
m damages to the plumbing in the
men's restroom at Waffle House.
4:24 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects cut down the American flag
in front of the Bowling Green Police
Department.

9:39 P.M.
Melissa Wise. 24. of Toledo, was
arrested for theft after attempting
to roll a cart filled with $327 worth of
merchandise past the point of sale
at Wal-Mart.
10:15 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
subject entered the unlocked back
room of Gas Express and took three
cases of King Cobra Malt Liquor.
11:45 PM.
Adam Gabriel. 24. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for open container, obstructing official business
and disorderly conduct after he ran
from police while carrying an open
can of Natural Light Beer.

SATURDAY. FEB. 7
12:01 A.M.
Joseph Maiher. 19. of Pamesville.
Ohio, was cited for underage possessionof alcohol after he was
observed holding an open can of
Natural Light Beer.
12:11 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects stole $150 from her in the
break room at Big Boy.
2:26 A.M.
Zachary Winiasz. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for open container and underage possession of
alcohol after he was observed walking with an open can of beer on East
Court Street.
3:15 A.M.
Matthew Cardina. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia, possession of
marijuana and possession of alcohol
after he was found to be the resident of an apartment on Thurstin
Avenue where beer and marijuana
paraphernalia were m plain view.
Allison Gyure. 19. of Bowling Green.

was cited for underage drinking
after she was found hiding naked in
a bathtub at the residence. Angela
Vandmi. 20. of Brunswick. Ohio, was
cited for underage drinking after she
was found hiding m a bedroom at
the same residence
8:22 P.M.
John Loy. 20. of Cape Canaveral,
Fla., was arrested for disorderly conduct and underage drinking after he
was observed urinating in a parking
lot at East Wooster Street.
11:18 P.M.
Thomas Curtis. 18. of Bloomdale.
Ohio, was cited for underage drinking.
11:56 PM.
Ashley Bermudez. 19. of Fremont.
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol and underage possession.

SUNDAY FEB. 8
12:43 A.M.
Tanner Fink. 19. of Naperville. III.,
was arrested for open container and
underage possession after he was
observed walking on High Street
with an open can of Keystone Beer
1:54 A.M.
Alfred Tomlinson III, 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence
1:57 A.M.
Joshua Wainwright. 20. of Rossford.
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol, underage possession
and prohibited acts after he was
observed holding a full bottle of
Bud Light Beer outside 149 North
Bar When he was asked for identification, two IDs were observed
when he opened his wallet, with one
making him 21 years old when he is
actually 20.
1:58 A.M.
Benjamin Kekelik. 20. of Parma
Heights. Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct after he was observed
taunting another subject in a parking
lot on North Main Street. James
Galinas. 20. and James Powers. 20.
both of Parma Heights. Ohio, were
cited for disorderly conduct after
taunting another subject to the point
where he grabbed a baseball bat to
defend himself. Timothy Orabone.
26. of Bowling Green, was cited
for assault and criminal damaging
after he was observed swinging a
bat around and hitting a subject's
vehicle several times, causing minor
damage.

2:09 A.M.
Ten Hansen. 22, of Toledo, was
arrested for criminal trespass and
obstruction of business after refusing to leave Uptown/Downtown
Bar.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom (or the
complete blotter list

General Information
Sessions:

CORPS
From Page 1

and International Education or
MACE.
Dr. Margaret Booth is the director of MAGE. She said the program itself has been running for
three years, but this is the first year
it is acnially a Fellows Program
with the Peace Corps.
"BG now even recruits people
as they come out of the Peace
Corps," Booth said.
MAGE is not Bootli's first experience with the Peace Corps. In
1983, pretty much right out of
college, she went to Kenya. Africa
10 work as an English teacher for
over two years.
"I always felt I wanted to go
someplace to teach that would be
a two-way learning experience,"
Booth said.
Booth said the Peace Corps
was a great opportunity for her. It
gave her an avenue to help others
while at the same time experiencing a different culture and learning a lot herself.
"I don't know anyone who's

■ Monday. Feb. 9.2009. at 6
p.m.
Education Building 301
■ Tuesday. Feb. 10,2009. at 6
p.m.
Education Building 563

ever been in the Peace Com that
regrets it," she said. "Everybody
always walks away having learned
a tremendous amount."
Booth said the Peace Corps
opened her eyes and helped her
find a new path for her life. After
returning from Africa, she went
back to graduate school to get her
master's and then her Ph.D.
"It either solidifies what you
were doing already or gives you a
new direction," she said.
Booth said she would definitely
recommend the Peace Corps to
students, but it is not for everyone.
"It's not something you do in
order to put on a resume," she
said. "It's a two year really tough
commitment."

From Page 1

home-schooled her children
over an 11-year span until 1994.
when she needed to go back to
work.
"Otherwise I would've continued all throughout high
school," Banister said.
Two of the kids were entering
high school at the time; one as a
junior and the other as a sophomore, while the other two were
entering middle school.

Requirements for home
school
In the state of Ohio, parents
wanting to home school their
children must submit a form to
their local school district excusing them from compulsory
attendance for the purpose of
home education.
Parents must have at least
a high school diploma or an
equivalent to it, agree to engage
their children in educational
activities for 900 hours during the academic year, teach
certain content areas and give
them an assessment either in
the form of a standardized test
or a portfolio evaluation by a
certified teacher, said Kimberly
Murnieks, executive director of
the Center for School Options
and Finance with the Ohio
Department of Education.
Teachers performing the
evaluations do not need to be
certified in the same grade
level the student is in, they just
have to be certified teachers,
Murnieks said.
Technically, if the homeschooling parents are certified
teachers they'can perform the
evaluation. Murnieks said.
"Rules don't expressly prohibit that, but some |school
districtsl haven't accepted the
portfolios, "she said.
If parents choose to give a
standardized test to their children they have two op) ions.
They can take state stan-

ISSUES
From Page 1

cidence according to members of
the Black Issues Committee.
Fight colleges attended theconference including Ohio University,
Owens Community College, Ball
State, Miami University, Indiana
Purdue University at Fort Wayne,
University of Toledo, University of
Toledo and 1-ords College.
Spark Tabor of Ohio University
said it was a new experience for
him. "1 especially loved the panel
discussion. Crowd interaction is a
must," he said.
Jackson, who said speaking at
the conference was his greatest
personal honor, gave many points
of advice for college students who
consider themselves to be pan of
the "talented tenth" and help pull
the other people up with them.
"You must pull them up with
you, otherwise they will pull you
down," lackson said.
Jackson spoke on a level to try
and relate to each generation in
the room mentioning great black
leaders of every time including
DuBois, Malcom X, 2Pac through

dardized tests like the Ohio
Graduation Test, but they must
take them at the same time and
site as the students in their district or they can take national
assessment tests, such as the
California Achievement Test,
Murnieks said.
Parents are not required to
provide proof that they have
met the 900-hour minimum in
Ohio or the 180-day minimum
in Indiana, where Banister lived
while home schooling. But
Banister suggests keeping a log
to keep track of their work.
Cutting corners would be
easy for home-schooling parents to do without them having
the same scrutiny as a teacher
would from her school district,
but Banister said parents doing
that arc in a small minority.
"Most people want to make
that extra effort because they're
giving away time and possible
income from working another
job, instead of staying home
with the kids," Banister said.
"So there is a lot of sacrifice
involved and people making
that kind of sacrifice and with
just the natural love of parents
for their children ... odds are
they're trying to do a good job."

Collaboration between
home school families
Kelly Savino, member of the
Toledo Home Education [.eague
of Parents, has home-schooled
her three children since her oldest child Tyler. 14, was in kindergarten.
She created the Web site
homeschnoltoledo.net, which
helps home-schooling families
in Toledo get together to organize field trips and find other
home-schooling parents who
can team-teach a topic with
them or teach their kids a subject they don't feel comfortable
teaching.
The camaraderie between
the home-schooling parents
and children is strong, Tyler
said.
"Everyone is pretty close,"
Lebron lames and Kobe Bryant.
The speech by Jackson gave
many points of advice for the
members of the audience including a common theme — "College
is not a right, it's a privilege."
Jackson compared the college
experience to die old adage "If
you give a man a fish, he will eat
for a day, and if you teach a man
to fish, he will eat for a lifetime."
Jackson explained 11 KH the college
experience from freshman year to
commencement is teaching stu
dents how to fish.
Members of the audience
a'peated after Jackson as he recited the words "STOP PLAYING,"
which he explained meant "Study,
Think, Observe, Participate,
Persevere; I cam, Achieve, Yield,
Incorporate, Negotiate and
Graduate," words which are
advice for those in the talented
tenth.
As the speech came to a close
Jackson mentioned seven points
of advice including that African
Americans must fight ignorance,
do for yourself, be qualified and
leam to operate around all people, not just black people, he said.
"Barack Ohama didn't just run

Dulcie Crawford and her husband of Bowling Green began
home schooling their oldest son
Colin, 6, this past fall.
Neither of them had any previous experience being homeschooled, but they wanted to
be with their child during his
influential earlyyears, Crawford
said.
"We decided it would be the
best way for our family to teach
him and give him a Christian
education," Crawford said.
They are not sure how long
they will home school or if
they will for their two younger
sons, but she does want them
to attend public school eventually.
"We are playing it year by year
now, but we plan on doing first
grade too," Crawford said.

Leaving home school
Savino's three children are
given the option after every
year if they want to continue
home schooling and this year
Tyler became the first to venture off as he began attending
Toledo School for the Arts.
Prior to high school he spent
a year in an online academy,
which his siblings are currently
enrolled in.
There have been a few differences for him to get used to, but
the transition has been smooth,
his mother said.
"Socially he has done very
well," Savino said. "The first
semester he was still trying to
get used to how things were
weighted, like how tests and
assignments are worth different amounts. But he is a very
bright kid and very social."
Other than figuring out how
to use the lock for his locker,
Tyler said it has been an easy

From Page 1
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RUNNING THE SHOW: Keynote
speaker James T. Jackson speaks to the
Programming Chair Kendra Jackson at the
Black Issues Conference

for president of the Black United
States but the United States,"
Jackson said.
Jackson kept with die theme
through to the end, giving one last
piece of advice for the "talented
tenth."
"The time is now for the talented tenth to rise. You sit in the
seat of a history maker," Jackson
said.

From Page 1

attended every job fair held during
his time at the University.
By the time Rivas was a senior,
he was well rounded in the job fair
experience.
•"It makes you more comfortable talking to professionals about
yourself, which most college students get zero practice doing in
the normal day-to-day college
life, "Rivas said.
NOTE: rerun from Jan. 29
InEocus section

Check us out online at:

www.bgnews.com

comes in the days ahead, when
the House and Senate attempt
to reconcile differences in their
two versions.
Obama and Democratic Party
leaders had hoped to have a bill
ready for the president's signature by Feb. 16 — a deadline
that grows more challenging by
the day.
At the Treasury Department,
Secretary Timothy Geithner
delayed the unveiling of a new
bailout framework for financial institutions from today to
tomorrow to let the administration focus on the Senate legislation.
Geithner is considering steps
to broaden the use of a new
lending facility at the Federal
Reserve, provide government
guarantees to help banks deal
with their troubled assets and
continue direct infusion of capital into banks in exchange for
securities and tougher accountability rules.
For Obama, the economy has
become a two-front engagement, with one effort aimed at
creating or saving jobs and the
other at unfreezing the credit
markets. Amid the urgency
created by nearly 600,000 new
unemployed workers last month
and new bank failures, Obama's
economic prescriptions are
coming under critical scrutiny by
both Congress and the American
public.
The House and Senate bills
are about $7 billion apart in cost
and overlap in numerous ways.
But the Senate bill has a greater
emphasis on tax cuts, while die
House bill devotes more money
to states, local governments and
schools.
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transition.
He has joined the school's
production of Shakespeare's
"Much Ado About Nothing"
and after high school he wants
to go to college to study theater
and maybe go into teaching.
Reflecting on his homeschooling experience, Tyler
said he likes the environment
of high school a little better.
"I felt like home school was
not really structured," Tyler
said. "There was no schedule at
all; it was like a couple hours of
studying what you're interested
in. I like |high| school better
because it keeps you busy."
The socialization of homeschoolers
Some people get the impression that home-schooled children are not properly socialized, but Savino and Banister
do not agree with that assessment.
While being home-schooled
Tyler kept busy with several
activities including, Boy Scouts,
taekwondo, community service
and Salami Dragons, a group of
home-schooled students who
got together and played games.
Home-schooled students
are usually social with a
more diverse group of people,
Banister and Savino said.
"I think they are better socialized with mixed ages," Savino
said. "They can have a conversation with adults and older
people, as well as be friends
with students who are several
years younger."
For one of Ba n ister's ch i Id rcn,
being social was a problem, but
the problem was he was too
social.
"My one son, I made him
repeat his junior year because
hewasgettingC'sandD'sinalot
of his classes, only because he
was being very social," Banister
said. "He could tell you who
was going out with who, and
he was in band and drama and
two other music things, but he
wasn't doing his schoolwork."

ECONOMY

JOB FAIR

■ ■:

ECCA

Tyler said. "The parents all will
go out to dinner and the kids
are close even though we don't
see much of each other; probably a couple times every two
weeks."
Starting home school
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Safe Zone trains faculty and
staff in LGBT awareness
By Alwandrla Clark
Reporter

Different, faggut, confused, nasty
and weird are all words accepted
in society to describe a person
that doesn't fit in society's status
quo for sexual orientation.
But the University does not
accept derogatory words or
actions.
Annie Russell, a doctoral student In the Higher Education
Administration program, facilitated the Safe Zone training
workshop for faculty and staff,
including dining services, the
psychology department, the
Counseling Center and the
Office of Residence life.
This workshop, which took
place Thursday .in the Union,
supports lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender people while
raising awareness to their issues
and building a support network
of allies in the community.
"The purpose of this workshop is ... to see the campus be
blanketed with the LGBT buttons and cards," Russell said.
The workshop outlined the
myths of being LGBT, guidelines
to becoming an ally, bow media
negatively shapes society's perceptions of the LGBT community and how oppression is internalized.
"In society we have learned
oppressive beliefs; this is a workshop that is a process," Russell
said. "So when you leave out of
here, you are not going to understand the gays in every aspect."
First, Russell explained the
importance of how oppression
takes place in the LGBT community'.
Russell spoke about how
oppression starts with stereotypes, which leads to prejudice.
"Oppression keeps people
down and also it deals with a
social group's identity," she said.
Some stereotypes identified
included AIDS as a LGBT disease, bisexuals are confused or
unable to make up their minds
and someone can not spot LGBT

The Graduate Student Senate
voted Friday to support a measure increasing die amount of
accountability for travel funds
used by each department.
Every graduate department
gets a certain amount of money
each year to disperse among
graduate students for travel
purposes related to their field
of study. The measure would
require those departments not
already doing so to show at the
end of each semester which
graduate students were given
money and how much each was
given.
GSS President F.mmanual
Guillory said the vote was simply
expressing support for die funds
to be watched to make sure they
weren't being wasted or spent
inappropriately.
GSS also discussed possible
future' legislation regarding the

(T\

LEARN SOMETHING NEW EVERY DAY

"When I was in elementary school we learned
there were queers, and I went back and told
my mom and she said to never say that word
again. And that's all I knew about it."
Sandra Mencer | Director of Springboard

people by the way they dress
and act.
In addition, Oppression can
be internalized, meaning people
buy into the stereotypes.
"When I came out. it was in
my mind that it was wrong, thai
things associated with this is disgusting and immoral," Russell
said. "All these emotions I felt
were taught to me; this is an
example of internalized oppression because 1 bought into the
stereotypes."
Russell also put emphasis on
when people come out of the
closet, where many feel relieved,
but al the same lime they are
scared.
"But when I came out of the
closet, I came out with a vengeance and 1 was not going back
into (hecloset," Russell said. "But
I lost some family and friends."
Sandra Mencer, director
of Springboard, said she first
learned about the LGBT community when she was in elementary school.
"When I was in elementary
School we learned there were
queers, and I went back and told
my mom and she said to never
say that word again." Mencer
said. "And that's all that I knew
about it."
Words to describe the LGBT
community are also formed
through social Institutions.
Russell asked the faculty and
staff in attendance lo go through
their packet and ask questions
about unfamiliar terminology
associated with the LGBT community.
There were two pages of
vocabulary, along with definitions of words like closeted, dyke,
faggot, gender identity, hetero-

sexual privilege and queer.
Cynthia Fulford, a graduate
assistant working for the president office, said she wanted
to know if there was a term that
addressed a person who was a
Christian, but at the same time
understands "people have the
right to be who they are."
"I am a Christian and I believe
in the Bible." Fulford said. "I
guess the key is I want to be a
continuing ally for IGBT |pcoplel. but my struggle in carrying
out that duty because of the limits of what I can and cannot do
because of my beliefs."
lastly, Russell talked about
society's impact to put people in
categories.
"We like lo put people into
boxes," Russell said. "We just
have that dying desire to know
what the person is."
Transgender people don't
believe in social identities, she
said.
"tven though I don't identify with being transgender I'm
breaking social norms of how
a woman is suppose to look,"
Russell said. "I wear more masculine dollies, I don't ever wear
heels, I rarely wear makeup and
1 don't have long hair."
Al the end of the workshop, a
Safe Zone project membership
agreement was passed out for
the faculty and staff to become
an ally for LGBT people.
When signing to become an
ally, it centers on awareness,
knowledge, skills and actions.
"When you sign up to be an
ally you sign up 100 percent to
be a safe zone," she said. "You
can't sign up and say, I don't
mind gay people, but I don't
want to see it."

Graduate Student Senate supports
closer monitoring of travel funds
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter
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"We are determined to do our best to meet
the state's goals for what they expect us to
do with this money."
iandu MacNcvirr | Guest Speaker

Katznerand University Bookstore
Awards for graduate students.
Currently each graduate college
advisor may choose two applicants from his or her department
to submit. Guillory said to avoid
favoritism he thinks it would be
better if graduate students could
apply directly to the committee
instead of going through an advisor. He said if odier senators feel
the same way, GSS should introduce some legislation to show
the scholarship committee.
"1 need a stronger backing
than just my voice and me saying
we feel this way," Guillory said.
Guest
speaker
Sandra
MacNcvin, senior assistant to

the president and associate vice
president for Governmental
Affairs, also spoke lo GSS about
the Ohio budget.
MacNevin said the governor's
proposal budget is looking very
good for higher education right
now. Other state agencies are
taking very big cuts, she said,
but higher education has been
spared some of die worse ones.
"We see that as probably the
best case scenario budget we
could hope to have in this economic climate," MacNevin said.
"We are determined to do our
best to meet the state's goals for
what they expect us to do with
this money."

RACHllRADWANSKI

IN THE AIR: Tipira Bush (left) of Boston University. Ryan Thomas (center) and Kehinde On
an impromptu juggling lesson m the Union after attending the Black Issues Conference "The T,

GET A LIFE
lA.ENDAROF EVENTS
Some events taken from eventsixpuedu

8 a m. - 9 p.m
Exhibit #9: "You Call That
Dancing"
130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

•
Singing Grams
Union Table Space

The Little Gallery

Seminar in Residence Life
Greek Leadership Class

Puppy Love Stuffed Animal
Sale

Global Village Classroom

NPHC Meet The Greeks

Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room

12 -1 p.m.
Tunes <* Noon

101A Olscamp

204 Olscamp

MacDonald North

Monday Night Trivia
101 Union - The Black Swamp Pub

PLA garage sale
held to benefit
Dance Marathon
By Ira Sairs
Reporter

The President's Leadership
Academy held a day-long garage
sale yesterday to benefit Dance
Marathon on the second floor of
the Bnweii-Thompson Student
Union.
The sale was an offshoot of die
mini-marathon taking place in the
Ballroom of the -.Indent union.
The even! aimed to get local high
schools and the community
involved in Dance Marathon, as
well as provide various on-campus organizations a chance to help
out. according to Melissa Ariiaugli,
die mini-marathon chair.
"It's a group on campus for
students who exemplify leadership skills," said sophomore April
Johnson, a member of die organization.
The group allows students to
use these skills to organize events
and fundraisers on and off campus, like the garage sale.
The mini-marathon attracted
seven high schools, some as far
as three hours away, to participate
and learn about Dance Marathon.
The garage sale took place in the
ClockTowerl-oungeof the Studenl
Union, and included everything
from clothing and accessories to
books and video games.
"Everything came from the
PLA," said senior lackie Vasquez.
"Everyone was required to
donate."
Vasquez said the PI A did not
set a specific goal for the amount
of money they would like lo raise
with die garage sale, but would like
to raise between S100 and S200.
"Everything benefits | Dance
Marathon], which benefits the
Children's Miracle Network in
Toledo." said Vasquez.

5 a cool place to warm up to.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
ingandin
this Ad
you will he
into the old rates

when you sign a lease. Offer expires Feb. 27, 2009
Leasing Begins January 19th. 2009

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quici and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heal & Cable Included

ONI BLOCK SOI IIIOI IVOOSTER
15211 (Imii'h Stren

5 pm
Graphic Design Exhibition
by Deborah Thoreson

Union Table Space

Chill Out you're home now!

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.
Heat & Cable Included

ly receive

(419)352-0164
nM>vtiim(-tsil\ jnartmciils.us

Available for 2009-2010
PETS ALLOWED
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 16.2O09 to August B. 2009

with a $300.00 nonretundable pet
deposit at these buildings
517 E.Reed
403 High Sireel
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Sevenlh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street'
725 Ninth Street
733.755,777 Manville

EFFICIENCIES
451THURSTIN AVENUE
AUKS the MM to* MMM

-

-,<:

■•

:

:■•:•,■

One Year - S37O0O per month
School Year - S39S.0O pet month

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. REED STREET AtThurstin
Fum. Of Ur'jrn One BrJrm One Bath.
One Year-One Person-$400 CO:.
One Year ■ Tivo People ■ $395.03 per month.
School Year One Person -$t550:
School Year ■ Two People ■ S5*000 DM m "■

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
:

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

One Yea'-0'e Person-$355 CO;
" -.: People - S405 00 per month.
:
r-$390 00 permonth

:-

-

Fum Or Unturn One Bdrm. One Bath
One Year • One Pe-sn • $355 03 per month

'.

;::"

"..o People • $41503 pe
- One Person - S«15
"*o People -St!::

School Year • One Pe'soii ■ $100.03 per month
School Year • Two Peopie ■ $155.00 per month
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed1
Fum Or Unturn One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year ■ One Person • $410.00 per month
One Year - Two People • $440.00 per month
School Year -One Person - S46S CO I
Sch:ol Yjar ■ 1m People • S49500 pe-month

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Fum OrlW
- 3a;h
One Year • One Person - $37000per month
'.'.: People -SIIOM per month
School Year - One Person • S435 03 pe' month

-TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET-B=n.-; K n>:';
Fum Or Unhjrr One Bath tEttl
One Year • One Pe-son • $43003 per month
One Year ■ Two People - $530 00 per month
School Year • One Person • $500 00 per momh
School Year • Two People - $630.00 per mentr

521 E. MERRY- Near Oftenhauer
FjrnOr'J
:3a"
One Vear - 0"e =e-=o^ GC::

•: .-

School Year-One Pe'sor-S545CC
::■■■-.;

'.-..

:

■

*■':

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Fum. Or Unfurr Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year • One Person • $410 00 per month
One Year • Two People - $490 00 per month
School Year ■ One Person • $450 00 per month
School Year • Two People • $590.03 per month

Fum Or Un'um. Two Bedrooms
One Year-One Person-$440 OC:
School Year - One Person -

-:

"

::

School Year - Two People • $590 00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn Or Unturn. One Bath W,' Vanity in Bdrms
One Year • One Person ■ $420.00 oer month
One Year • Two People - $520 00 per month
School Yeer • One Person • $490 00 per month.
Schoo Year ■ Two People - $52000 per montn

840-850 SIXTH STREET

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET
Fum Or lintirr One Bam & Hall Vanity
One Year - One Person • $415 00 per month
One Year • Two People ■ $475.00 per month
School Year - One Person • $465.00 per month
School Year - Two People • $565 00 per montr,

Ml SEVENTH STREET-PesAJowd
Furn Or Unturn One Bath & Hall Vanrty.
One Year - One Person S430 Kcer month
One Year - Two People - $490.00 pe' month.
School Year - One Person - $180.00 per month
'.v: Peopie • $565.00 pe' month.

Furn Or U"
One Year - One Pt-so" - $490 00 per montn.
One Year - Two People ■ $54000 per month
One Person • S55OO0 permonth.
I

FOREST APARTMENT-Napoleon
Fum. Or Unturn One Bath, haB vanity
One Year • One Person - $115 00 per month
One Year • Two People ■ $475 00 per month.
School Year - One Person - $465.00 per month
School Year - Two People- $555.00 pit month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished 15 Datns rjishwasher.
One Yea-; One Person • $430.00 per month
One Year ■ Two People ■ $530.03 per month
School Year • One Person • $05 30 per mjnthi
School Year ■ Two People ■ $530 00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

Visit our website ai www.johnnewloverealestate.com

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco!
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours-Monday to Friday 8 30-5:30 Saturday-8:30-5:00 .

»

FORUM
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"The requirements for serving in the Peace Corps are fairly simple. Volunteers just
have to be U.S. citizens over the age of 18 and in good health." [see story, pg. 1].

I H b J I Kt C I

"Mexico. I'd try
to help with the
infrastructure of the
country."
MIKESCHWARTEN
Sophomore.
Spanish Education

If you were planning to join the Peace Corps, where would you go and what would you do?
1 wouldn't join. It's an
excellent orgranization, but I wouldn't
have the time to put
in an honest effort."
Junior, IPC

the logistics of trying to process all the students opting for
this alternative and still meeting the deadline for turning in
grades. Other problems include
ensuring that the oral exam is
identical in content with the
written exam, as well as objectively evaluating the content of
a conversation.
I leach classes in introductory
Accounting and in Individual
Taxation. At thai level, there are
right and wrong answers and
objective tests can be effectively

"Grading is
somewhat subjective,
even if a totally
objective test
or instrument is
used. Part of this
subjectivity is due to
the fact that no test
is perfect."
used. However, a vastly different set of testing criteria might
apply to an linglish class whose
exam includes questions on the
explication of "Elegy Written in
a Country Churchyard" or iambic pentameter.
I also attempt to bring some
of the real world into class. The
studenl/soon-to-be employee
is expected to know, retain and
effectively use a body of knowledge. And in the real world,
there are supposedly objective
standards. You either meet your

sales targets, make your budget
numbers, meet the client deadlines or you don't.
And there are consequences for failure. In today's work
world, things are tough. This
is best exemplified by an ad
I've recently seen in several
business publications. Over an
image of Charles Darwin are the
words, "Meet the new boss."
I make no claim that these
goals or the supervisors who
enforce them are fair, objective
or even realistic. I try and make
it so in the classroom, but I
caution my students that they
can't always expect the same
from employers. I'or belter or
for worse, some of this environment will find its way into my
exams and grading.
More and more, I'm incorporating written essays and papers
into my courses. Churchill oncesaid we need engineers in the
world, but we don't need a
world of engineers. My students
will soon find themselves in a
world filled with non-accountants and will find their communication skills are as crucial
as their technical prowess. But,
even with the best of rubrics,
grading essays is inherently
more subjective.
Evaluating a thing as intangible as the absorption of knowledge is difficult at best. And yet.
the world beyond the walls of
academe demands it. As one of
my colleagues points out, every
day on the job is a sort of comprehensive final exam.
Respond to Phil at
thenews(a)bgnews. com

Dating in college is complicated
By Bobby Bingli.
U-Wire

If you have never heard thisphrase
spoken before, you either don't go
to college, you're deaf, you're partially deaf or you don't go to college. Because in this world full of
kegs, one night stands and bros,
there is a phenomenon known
as being "together" with someone. It's not dating, but it's more
than just a random hook up. So
what does it mean exactly? I will
attempt to shed some light on this
enigmatic yet prevalent concept
as well as its benefits and drawbacks.
Before we delve into the world
of togetherness, it helps to define
what exactly dating is in a practical college sense. I would say that
dating is when two people are in

an exclusive, romantically driven
relationship. What occurs in that
relationshipdependsoneachcouple. But some commonalties may
include: having dinner together
off campus, seeing each other at
least once every day, becoming
another roommate to your significant other's roommates because
you're always around, getting in
drunken fights, telling everyone
you're sick of each other, breaking
up, still talking to each other after
the break up, drunkenly hooking up again and beginning to
date each other again after only
three days of being broken up. But
again, it differs from relationship
to relationship.
Now that I have given my completely biased definition of dating, we can begin to look at being
"together." There are many differ-

ent phrases used to describe
being "together." Sometimes
people will say that two people
are "seeing" each other or that
they're "hooking up" with each
other. Along with different terminology, there are different
levels of being "together," but
there are still some basics at
each level. It is more than a one
night stand, it is less than dating, and in the vast majority of
cases, there is no exclusivity.
The first and lowest level of
being "together" is when two
people drunkenly hook up
with each other once and then
continue the drunken hook up
late at night on weekends.
There is no contact during
the week. Normally, contact
is made around 2 a.m. in theform of a text. You know, the
"hey, what are you up to?" text.
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College education and living costs
becoming unaffordable for students
By Jennifer Kurland
U-Wire

Rising education costs have
become almost unbearable. According to I'inAid.
org on average, tuition tends
to increase about 8 percent a
year.
The Web site explains that
for a baby born now, college costs will be over three
times the current rates when
the child registers for college.
Costs are continuing to rise as
the years pass, but we are in
2009, and it already seems like
too much. What are we to do
about today's costs?
"The state and federal government do provide |a| great
deal of assistance through the
variety of aid programs available; students must qualify
based on the Federal formula
which assumes a contribution from the family based
on income," said Brent Gage,
assistant vice provost for
linrollment Services. "If families are unable to meet their
portion of the cost, or "expected family contribution," students do fall short in meeting
the cost of education."
Students, ask yourselves
these questions: How many
people were denied federal aid
and feel they really need it?
How many cannot meet their
"expected family contribu-

tion?" And finally, how many
people know someone that had
to drop out of school because
they could not afford it?
"I had to see my friend Alana
Mueller leave Northern Illinois
after first semester," said freshman photography major Alicia
Wasilewski. "It's too bad she
couldn't stay. We all miss her
very much."
Education is a wonderful
gift. Although it may seem to
be a pain, waking up early for
a boring class or having such
a large amount of homework
that you feel like you are about
to have a panic attack, in the
end, education will increase
your pay, chances for a good
job and status among fellow
Americans. That makes it so
much harder to see your college buddy pack their things
into the trunk of their parents'
car and be taken back home.
In this situation, all we see is
someone missing out on a
once in a lifetime experience
and chance to succeed.
"Tuition has increased for
incoming freshman each year
for the past five years," said
Ombudsman Tim Griffin.
"Providing, the residential halls
has also increased because the
overall cost of living in America
has increased."
Not only do students have to
worry about paying for school
but also living. For freshmen

that are not commuters, it is
a requirement to live in the
dorms for one year. According
to the Data Book on Illinois
Higher Education, the cost for
room and board for 2008 is
$6,640. and for 2009, the cost
increased by $630; bringing
2009's grand total to $7,270.
"I couldn't afford the cost of
the dorms, so I had to take out
a loan to cover it." Wasilewski
said.
If you do not choose dormitory life for your living situation, you have the option of
apartments, townhouses and
even sorority or fraternity
houses. Although these choices may be cheaper than the
residence halls, the costs still
make an impact.
"Students who are having
trouble with money Ishouldl
take advantage of all federal aid
possible; follow up on grants,
scholarships and work study
lopportunitiesl; look at subsidized loans; think about working while in school and, finally,
budget carefully," Griffin said.
We can only hope that some
day, America's government will
give the gift of education. In
elementary school, we often
heard the phrase, "You are our
country's future." Without education, 1 wouldn't expect much
of a future, and without money,
I wouldn't expect much of an
education.

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.

Read the rest ofllie article
online at bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

'The Philippines, to
help the kids because
I love kids"

WALKING IS STILL HONES"

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

"Nigeria. I would really
like to contribute to
building it back to the
way it was."

Street? Or a suggestion for

GEORGE BEGALLA.

Students and instructors alike
face the difficulties of grading

Grading is tough, on both students and instructors.
At first blush, the whole procedure purports to give a measure of how much (or how well)
a student has absorbed a given
set of material. But for many, it
has become a sort of competitive marker, a measure of how
well a student is doing in relation to others. This includes not
only students and teachers, but
also — importantly — potential
employers who use GI'As as hiring criteria.
first of all, grading is somewhat subjective, even if a totally
objective lest or instrument is
used. Part of this subjectivity"
is due to the fact that no lest
is perfect. There are the usual
mechanical problems, such as
vague sentences, incomplete
information, etc. Additionally,
each professor will select topics and write questions around
them that tend to reflect his or
her own opinions, perspectives
and viewpoints.
Next, consider the test taker.
Some students are absolutely
terrified of tests. Others do very
well on tests, even though they
may have only a superficial
understanding of the material.
What to do?
I've often daydreamed of giving students the option of an
oral recitation in my office — a
sort of one-on-one oral exam.
Ehere are many problems with
this, not the least of which are
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Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Nearly 100 fishermen trapped on Lake Erie
as ice cracked, drifted away from shore
OAK HARBOR. Ohio - Cell
phones rang and word was
passed to fishermen oul on a

distant Stretch of bike Erie's
iced-over waters: A crack had
widened in the ice, trapping
everyone on a miles-wide floe
thai was drifting away from the
Ohio shoreline.
Some immediately hopped on
their four-wheelers and snowmobiles, headed east in search
of an ice bridge back to shore.
"lust like a stampede, they all
took off," said Chuck Hasty of
Holland, Ohio, who has been
out on the ice fishing all week.
"Took off like a gold rush.'
The rest simply waited,
stranded with their buckets of
fish. Pot entertainment while
they waited, one angler dropped
a recently hooked walleye — the
target catch of the season —
back into the water as a group
gathered to watch it swim, said
fisherman David Hudzinski of
Muskego.Wis.
About an hour later, rescuers began arriving in helicopters
and lowered baskets onto the
ice, and fishermen climbed in
and were lifted to safety. Others
boarded air boats that glided
across the ice.
"We were in no danger." said
Norb Pilaczynski of Swanton.

lONATMONBIRD
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STRANDED: US Coast Guard crewmen walk across frozen Lake Erie neat Oane Creek State Park in Oak Harbor. Oho. as they attempt to
reach about 100 fishermen Saturday. A miles-wide ice floe broke away from Lake Erie's shoreline, trapping ice fishermen.

Ohio, who was rescued from
the lake along with several of
his friends. "We knew there was
enough ice out there."
A Coast Guard spokesman,
Chief Petty Officer Robert
Lanier, said 134 people had
been plucked from the ice by
late afternoon. One man fell into
the water and later died of an
apparent heart attack.
The day began with fishermen setting down wooden pallets to create a bridge over a
crack in the ice so they could
roam farther out on the lake.
But the planks fell into the water
when the ice shifted, stranding
the fishermen about 1.000 yards
offshore.
"We get people out here who
don't know how to read the

ice," Ottawa County Sheriff Bob
Bratton said. "What happened
here today was just idiotic. I
don't know how else to put it."
I x-slie Love, 66, of New Albany,
Ohio, died of an apparent heart
attack after his snowmobile
broke through the ice while he
was searching for a safe place to
cross back to shore, according
to the Ottawa County sheriff's
office.
Love collapsed after he was
helped back onto solid ice, the
sheriff's office said. A relative
performed CPR until a helicopter transported Love to a hospital, where he was pronounced
dead.
Ice on western sections of
Lake Erie was up to 2 feet thick
Saturday, National Weather

Service meteorologist Bill Ftandel
said. The ice cracked as temperatures rose and winds of up to
:if> niph pushed on the ice.
"The crack blew up," Hasty
said. "It was a matter of a minute
or so."
Others managed to get to land
on their own by riding their allterrain vehicles about five miles
east to where ice hadn't broken
away.
A second fisherman went into
the frigid water when he tried to
drive his ATV over a small crack
in the ice, Lanier said. A rescue
boat pulled him out within a leu
minutes, and he was brought to
shore and wrapped in blankets.
The man was not treated at a
hospital and went home, Lanier
said.

"We will never be made

BRIDGEPORT,
Conn.
—
Accountant Stephen Corso was
in deep trouble. His clients,
including longtime friends, told
federal authorities in 2002 that
he had stolen more than $5 million.
Then the Ridgefield man who
loved to gamble took the biggest risk of his life: I le decided
to become an IBI informant in
Las Vegas.
Corso's fateful decision came
as federal agents were struggling to build a case against two
former New York City police
detectives long suspected of
collaborating with the mob —
and even of killing for the mob
— in one of the worst cases of
police corruption in the city's
history.
After a secret meeting with
an I'M agent, Corso was fitted
with a wire and went to work
recording conversations with
suspected mobsters \isiting Las
Vegas from around the country.
He had no backup as tie
secretly recorded the conversations, and once was threatened
with execution if he turned out
to be an informant, authorities
said.
His clandestine recordings
eventually filled more than 900
tapes.
"We came across anything
and everything," said FBI agent
Kevin Sheehan.
Among the people Corso
met in his undercover work
was 1-ouis Eppolito, one of the
detectives suspected of carrying out mob hits.
"It was divine intervention,"
Robert llenoch, a former New
York prosecutor who handled
the case, said at Corso's sentencing Tuesday when he received a
year in prison. Or maybe it was
dumb luck, he added.
Either way, Corso's recordings
began to fili in the holes in the
case against Eppolito and fellow former detective Stephen
Caracappa. Eppolito, the son
of a mobster, was living in Las
Vegas while trying to peddle
screenplays.
Eppolito and Caracappa were
accused of participating in eight
mob-related killings between
1980 and 1990 while working
for the Luchese crime family. At

1
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whole for our losses. I
don't believe Mr. Corso
is at all sorry."
Susan Patrick | Theft Victim
one point in Corso's recordings,
Eppolito bragged about dunking someone's head in acid and
threatened to decapitate another person, Henoch said.
A New York jury found the
detectives guilty in 200(>, but
a judge dismissed their racketeering case after determining
the statute of limitations had
passed on the slayings. A federal appeals court reinstated the
verdict last year after prosecutors argued that the murders
were part of a conspiracy that
lasted through a drug deal in
2005 with Corso.
"There never would have
been justice without Mr. Corso's
cooperation," llenoch said.
Corso's intelligence also led to
other prosecutions and saved
investigators millions of dollars,
authorities said.
Corso, who faced the possibility of more than seven years
in prison but won the reduced
sentence for his extraordinary
cooperation, is scheduled to
surrender May 6.
He also has been ordered to
pay restitution to the clients
from whom he stole money.
Susan Patrick, whose family lost more than $800,000
to Corso, said he was a family
friend before the thefts.
"This started a six-year nightmare," she said Tuesday. "We
will never be whole for our losses. I don't believe Mr. Corso is at
all sorry."
Corso, who apologized to the
victims and his family, said at
the time that he ripped off millions from his clients to finance
a life of "girlfriends, jewelry and
going out." Prosecutors say he
also had significant gambling
losses while living a second life
in I ,is Vegas.

Corso told the judge his parents were first generation Italian
immigrants who struggled so
that he could have a better life
and helped pay for his education at New York University.
They hated the mob, he said.
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SUDOKO
To play:Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Navy cruiser grounded
on reef near Pearl Harbor

Thief may receive
reduced sentence for
partnering with FBI
By John Christoffcrun
The Associated Press

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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By John Seewer
The Associated Press
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JIM COLE

FILLING SEATS: Across the country, community colleges report unprecedented enrollment increases driven by students looking fot a bigger, or quicker, bang for their buck.

Community colleges

HONOLULU (API
I he Navy
says its third attempt to free
a SI billion warship that ran
aground off the coast of Hawaii
has failed.
TUgboats and a salvage ship
tried unsuccessfully for four

hours early yesterday to pull the
USS Port Royal off a rock and
sand shoal. The guided missile
cruiser ran aground Ihursdav
about a half-mile south of the
Honolulu airport.

Pacific Reel spokeswoman

witness enrollment boom
By David TinsJ-Wyiodci
The Associated Press

I lelxn. who is now (laying S3.000 a
semester at NT HI

Hascltine. 25. of Rochester, said
CONCORD, N.H. — College
freshman Elizatieth Hcbert's
choice of a four-year sch(x>l suddenly got too expensive. George
Hascltine itlready has a business
degree, but he concluded after
several layoffs that he needed
more training to get work.
So. in the middle of this
school year, both landed at New
Hampshire Technical Institute,
which like other community
colleges across the country
has suddenly grown a lot more
crowded.
The two-year schools are
reporting unprecedented enrollment increases this semester,
driven by students from traditional colleges seeking more
bang for their buck and by laidoff older workers.
But community colleges aren't
exactly cheering in this down
economy: Tuition doesn't come
close to covering costs, and the
state funds used to make up the
difference are drying up.
final figures aren't in for tliis
semester, but a national group
representing community colleges says the average increase from
spring-to-spring is dramatic, and
similar to what New I lampshuv
is reporting at its seven schools
— a range of 1 percent to 19
percent.
The figure is 20 percent in
Maine and South Carolina. One
school in Idaho has more than
twice the number of students
this spring over last.
Last fall, Hebefl, of Antrim,
began her first semester at
Eastern Nazarene College in
Massachusetts. But as the economy fell, she began rethinking
the thousands of dollars in loans
she was carrying—at age 18.
"It was the realization of paying $30X100 a year for four years.
and then to take tliat in loans,
it was just way too much," said

he was tired of being laid off from
various jobs, so he drives almost an
hour tor his two-year criminal justice program. 1 le hopes to become
a polite officer.
"The economy being in shambles pretty much: being ((instantly
laid off; and not having lucrative
job offers," he said, "Ilicy are three
reasons why."
Nationwide, the average annual
cost of community college is S2.402,
compered to S6.585 in tuition and
fees at in-state public four-year
schools, according to the College
Board. Average tuition and fees for
private four-year schools: $25,143.
Factoring in financial aid. the
College Board estimates the average net cost at community colleges
is only about SI00.
"We have seen it even more and
more, mom and clad saving'(nine
back home, we can't afford it,'" Said
lim McCarthy, admissions director
at lY'tinsylvania's Northampton
Community College, where spring
enrollment is 10.1 percent higher
than a year ago — and for the first
time is higher than it was in the fall
semester.

Agnes T'auyan says the Navy is
i(assessingits options.
ihc Navj had removed fuel.
water and some personnel from
the 9.600-ton vessel on Saturday
in an effort to lighten it.
I lie l.i year-old Port Royal
ran aground as it was finishing the first day of sea trials
following four months of rou-

line maintenance at the Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard.
No one was injured and no
contaminants leaked.

MARCO GARCIA

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
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Spring Break
TIKI BAR
Dancing Day & Niijlil - DJs
Free Spring Break Model Search
Calendai (lsl 1,000 reservations)

www.SandpiperBeacon.com

BISU MULTIPURPOSE RJOM

Newlove Rentals

I

NEEDING A TUG: The USS Pon
Ra>at. a Na*y guided missile outset, sits
grounded atop a reel

• One Bedroom Apartments
above downtown businesses.
• Starting at $325
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Historic
mark shows
dedication

of Miller
BASKETBALL
Odom and Lakers
beat Cavs at home
Lamai Odom scored 28
points as the Los Angeles
Lakers dealt the Cleveland
Cavaliers their first home
loss of the season. LeBron
James scored 19 points for
the Cavs. but it wasn't enough
to overcome the strength of
the Laker sguad.
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
The BG News Sports Blog
PHOrOSBYCHBISriNAMCGINNIS

has a new look and a new

STEPPING UP: Jen Uhl and Scon Thomas both stepped up their game (or the Falcons on Saturday.

web address. Because of that,
posting will be slow as we
work out all the small issues,

Down to the wire

which is why the first installment of "Meet the Recruiting
Class" was not posted Friday.
However, it will run today so
check our new look out.
bgviewsnetwork.com/sports

Women extend winning
streak to 20 with OT win

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History

By Jason Jones

1989—Kevm Johnson's

Assistant Sports Editor

streak of consecutive free

i lie women's basketball team

throws made ends at 57

didn't quite know how they did it.
but on Saturday, they stretched
their win streak to 2(1 games.
The Falcons, now 20-2 19-0
Mid-American Conference),
traveled to Kalamazoo to meet
Western Michigan (5-17. 1-8
MAC).
On paper the game was a nobrainer. it looked as if BG would
rip through another weaker
opponent and then switch their
attention right to the next game,
hut that wasn't the case.
I still don't know how we won
that game.'' coach Curl Miller
said. "It's really hard to look the

1951—The St. Louis Browns
sign Hall of Famer Satchel
Paige as a 45-year-old rookie.
1940—Joe Louis wins the
heavyweight boxing title.
1895—Volleyball is
invented by W.G. Morgan in
Massachusetts.

The List
Both the men's and women's
basketball teams provided

other team in the eyes.''
Miller's bunch was pushed to
the brink throughout regulation,
needing a comeback late to push
the game into overtime.
VVMU dominated BG on
the boards all game long, out
rebounding the Falcons 43-38,
including 24-14 on the offensive
end.
"We're not a great rebounding
team," Miller said.
The absence of Niki McCoy,
who was suspended by the
team last week, was evident on
Saturday.
The strengths that Niki
McCoy has aren't the strengths
See WOMEN | Page 7

Strong shooting helps BG
in second half comeback
By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor

With 0:31 left in Saturday night's
game, freshman Scott Thomas
made a three-pointer to tie the
game at 49.
"It was great because it was
a crucial lime," Thomas said.
"When we tied the game, that
was huge and we kind of fell it
uas our game to take now."
On the very next BCi possession, senior Brian Moten came
down the court and hit a second
three-pointer to give the Falcons
t heir first lead of the game, which
they once trailed in by II.
After a three-pointer by
Central Michigan's Robbie
llarman on the next possession,

Thomas came back down the
fl(x>r for the Falcons and gave BG
the lead for good with his second
straight three-pointer.
"Without those threes land
Thomas] having the confidence
to take them and make them, I
don't think we would have won
the game tonight." Moten said.
But the Falcons did win the
game as it was once again a tale
of two halves for BG as the team
rallied back from a 33-28 halftime deficit to beat CMU 67-61,
Down by 11 with 3:01 left in
the first half, things were looking
grim for BG before they rattled
offa 12-6 run to close the half.
See HEN | Page 7

On Dec. 6, the women's basketball team defeated Youngstown
State 94-61, and at the end of the
postgame press conference, Curt
Miller pointed out something to
reporters.
"We are now 100 games over
.500 in just five-plus seasons," he
said. "I think it's pretty amazing
that we're 100 games over .500 in
just Ithc last! five years."
No one asked him about it;
he was just proud of the accomplishment.
But on Saturday after the
Falcons beat Western Michigan
79-77inovertime,Millerachieved
a larger mark by becoming
just the third Mid-American
Conference women's basketball
coach to go 100 games over .500
for his or her career.
When asked for his thoughts
on his 170-70 career mark, Miller
gave an unexpected reply considering what he had said back
in December.
"I hadn't thought about that."
Miller said.
In all honesty coach, that is
good to know and is likely the
reason you've been able to get to
this point.
Miller is always, and 1 do mean
always, focused on the task at
hand—the next game on the
schedule.
For him, it doesn't matter if
the team is winning by three or
30, his players better be giving
it their all or they'll be back on
the bench. He demands excellence from both his players and
himself.
And he's done it for years,
allowing to him to compile that
170-70 career record.
" It's been a special run," he said.
"One-hundred and seventy wins
in eight years; we'll take it. and
we want to keep counting them."
Anyone who doesn't believe
Miller and his crew will be able
to keep countingthe wins should
get their head examined because
to think otherwise is like going
to McDonald's and expecting a
See MILLER | Page 6

fans with late drama to pull
out wins. Here are five key

BG swimmers fall in final
weekend dual meets

moments from the weekend
of basketball:

1. Lauren Prochaska:
Prochaska scored a team-high
27 points on Saturday, but

By John Lopez
Reporter

mere importantly, she scored

Alisha
Yee
Senior swam in trie
final dual meets of
her career

the final four points that
sealed the 79-77 overtime
win.

2. Scott Thomas:
Thomas three late in the
second half against Central
Michigan provided the
momentum BG needed to
pull off a 67-61 win.

ErH»NMAGOC I t« BCNivri

3. Block party: Chris

NOTHING GOING: Captain Brandon Svendsen and the Falcons only managed one goal against Northern Michigan.

Knight and Nate Mirier both
had.big blocks down the

Falcons swept by Northern Michigan

stretch that prevented the

After a narrow defeat to Buffalo
on Friday, the Falcon swim
team lost another hcartbreaker
Saturday afternoon to Akron.
After 32 events in a 24hour period the Falcons can to see at these meets. We have
now look forward to their some very tired swimmers."
final meet of the season, the
The Falcons started out
Mid-American Conference strong as the team of Sarah
Championships which will Burston, Alisha Yee, Carrie
be held at the Bowling Green linright and Meg Richardson
Natatorium Feb. 25-28.
won the 200-yard medley
"It was a very tough week- relay, taking an early lead in
end," assistant coach Mark
qe7
See SWIM
Howard said. "A lot of close
races, which is what you want

Chippewas from scoring.
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

4. Curt Miller: Miller
won his 170th career game,

BG just couldn't beat Northern
Michigan goalie Brian Stewart,
and by the time they finally dkl it
was too late.
Kai Kantola's power play
goal with six minutes remaining Saturday may have spoiled
Stewart's second shutout of the
weekend, but didn't keep the
Wildcats from jumping up four
points in the conference.
Stewart.whowasnamedCentral
Collegiate Hockey Association
Goalie of the Week the last time
the teams met. turned away 71 of
72 shots for the weekend.
"We weren't able to get enough
second chances to beat Stewart.
He is a big goalie who takes up a lot
of room." said coach Scott Paluch.

which puts him 100 games
over .500. Miller now has
the second best winning
percentage in MAC history.

5. Double-doubles:
Tara Breske and Nate Miller
both had double-doubles
in points and rebounds
Saturday. Breske had 11
rebounds and 14 points
while Miller had 12 rebounds
and 10 points.

I

"We couldn't put it behind him."
we've played all year," 1'alueh said.
Stewart picked up his third "We limited them to 23 shots and
shutout of the season Friday when played a really good road game. I
the Wildcats pulled out a 3-1 win thought our guys played hard and
despite BG out shooting Northern deserved better."
Michigan 28-23.
It seemed BG deserved to win
After a scoreless first period Saturday night as well, but Stewart
Northern picked up the eventual proved to be the difference once
game winner with a one-timer again in a 4-1 loss.
from the face off circle. The
While Stewart turned away 43 of
Wildcats doubled their lead less 44 shots in the win, BG goalie Nick
than, a minute into the third peri- lino had a much more difficult
od when BG goalie limmy Spratt time on the other end of the ice.
couldn't control a rcliound and
The sophomore only turned
was beat on the second chance.
away eight of the 12 shots he faced,
Despite the loss, Paluch thought including a stretch when he had
BG played well enough to win and allowed more goals than he had
pointed out it was one of their bet- saves.
ter road games this season.
Being swept away gave BG sole
"I think our guys truly deserved possession of last place in the
better. I think that along with CCHA as Michigan State picked
the game at Ann Arbor, this was up a win over Lake Superior in
one of our two best road games Bast l-ansing.

f

Falcon gymnasts fall to KSU,
but post season-high score
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

n

Breanne

Guy

Posted a career
Before Saturday's meet, assishigh score on the
tant coach Craig is,ill,ml
stressed execution and poise
balance beam
to his team.
The Falcons saw a glimpse
of both as they finished with a their previous best—the Midseason-high score and record- American Conference pre-seaed six top-three finishes before son favorite Kent State won,
a home crowd at Anderson 194.550-192.600.'
Arena.
"We had to make the team
Despite recording their top
SeeGYM|Page8
score of the season—which
was nearly a point higher than

I
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the meet

that your backups have," Miller
said.
McCoy, the team's third
leading rebounder with 5.6
per game, no doubt plays an
important role in the category.
len Uhl started her first game
ofthe season in place of McCoy
and did very well, finishing with
11 points and nine rebounds.
However, thanks largely in
part to their rebounding struggles, the Falcons let WMU start
the game on a 11-2 run. BG kept
the game close throughout, and
even had some instances where
it looked as though they would
pull away. Each time though.
WMU would come storming
back.
BG trailed 70-68 late in the
game when Tracy Pontius
scored on a drive. Pontius had
been held in check for most
of the game, because of the
stellar play of WMU's Tiera
Delahoussaye.
The next time down the floor
for WMU. Fbony Clearly sank a
shot to put the Broncos ahead
72-70.

The. Falcons would have to
wail until the fifth event of the
meet to see another first place
finish as Richardson continued
her winning ways in the 100yard breastslroke with a time
of 1:07.45.
The dual meet was the last for
the senior Yee, who was again
dominant in the 200-yard backstroke, winning easily.
Asked about her BG career
beginning to wind down, the
MI-MAC selection said it felt
strange.
"It's very surreal," Yee said.
"A lot sadder than 1 thought il
would be."
Yee's performance in the 200yard backstroke has been sensational this season, as she has
won 71 percent of the events
and has never had worse than
a fourth place finish in MAG
meets.
"Some of my times this weekend have been faster than they
have been all season," Yee said.
"My body, especially my legs,
needs some rest, but I think
1 am set up well for the MAC
Championship."
The coaching staff could not
be more proud of Yee and all her
accomplishments.
"Alisha has meant so much to
this program, every aspect of it,"
said head coach Keri Buff.
But if a passing of the torch
seems cliche, there was no
better time to use it than
over the weekend as freshman Vicky Yu showed once
again that she may be one of
the best young swimmers in
the conference, winning all
three individual events she
swam.
"That's why we brought her all
the way over here from China,"
Howard said. "We want her to
come in here and make a massive impact."
The swim of the day came in
the 200-yard breaststroke when
freshmen Amanda Rom and
Katie Womack went hcad-tohead, blowing by the field and
making it a match race.
Rom, who lead for the first
175 yards of the race, began to
fade as Womack was able to
out-touch her at the wall by 23
hundredths of a second.
The mutual admiration
was evident as the victorious

GAINING STRENGTH: The Falcons' training has allowed ihem (o gradually gel belter as
the season goes on

"Some of my times this weekend have
been faster than they have been all
season. My body, especially my legs,
needs some rest, but I think I am set up
well for the MAC Championship."
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"I still don't know how we won that
game. It's really hard to look the
other team in the eyes."
Curl Miller I Coach
Pontius would once again
come up huge for the Falcons,
as she drove and hit an off bal
ance shot in close with just one
second to play.
Following a timeout, WMU
missed three shots in the paint
before the buzzer went off, signaling the end of regulation.
In the overtime period,
defense and foul shooting propelled the Falcons to the victory.
On the game, BG shot 17-21
from the line, while WMU only
shot 9-19.
In the overtime period,
Lauren Prochaska, the nation's
second best free throw shooter,
went to the line four times, hitting all four shots.
Her last successful free throw,
with four seconds left in overtime, solidified the BG win by
putting them up 79-75. WMU
would score one more time to

put the final score at 79-77.
Prochaska, besides coming
up big in the overtime period,
led the Falcons offensively all
game long, finishing with 27
points to lead all scorers. •
I ara lireske came up huge for
the Falcons as well. Knowing
she needed to pickup the slack
in theahsenccof McCoy, Breske
finished the game with a double-double, scoring 11 points
and hauling in 14 rebounds.
Free throws were the difference at the end ofthe game. BG
was outdone in just about every
statistical calegory except free
throws, where they've been
great all season.
Next up will be home game
against Toledo on Thursday
night. Toledo is currently one of
the top teams in the MAC West
division, and should be a good
test for the Falcons, who will
look to make it 21 in a row.

Alisha Yee I Senior
Womack congratulated her
teammate on a hard fought
race.
The
crowd
showed
their appreciation as well
applauding, loudly for the
two swimmers as they exited the pool.
Womack, who swam two personal best times and nearly a
third, was all smiles after the
meet.
"I just started training for the
breaststroke this year, 1 think
that is why my times are getting
so much better," Womack said.
Asked if she thought she was
peaking too early Womack said
she was unsure.
"1 am just going to dig
down and do my best,"
Womack said. "We will setwhen it comes to the MAC
Championships."
The coaches were more than'
pleased with the freshman's
performance.
"She was definitely the swimmer of the week," Buff said.
"She had so many personal
bests."
As for the competition, the
Falcons once again came up

short, but if it's any consolation,
the Falcons actually out-pointed the Zips in the swimming
portion of the meet.

Itwas the diving portion ofthe
competition where the Falcons'
lead vanished, although they
were up against some of the
best divers in the MAC.
"We were up against some
tough divers today." said diving coach Dave Anderson. "But
this is a rebuilding year for the
dive program, with all freshmen."
"We actually had some good
dives, and we had three personal bests this weekend. The
divers will be ready for the MAC '.
Championship."
The Falcons still had a shot at
winning the meet as the teams
lined up for the 400-yard freestyle relay, which was the last
event ofthe day.
"We needed to finish first and
third to pull it out," Howard
said.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
it wasn't to be as they could only
muster a second and a fourth
place finish, sealing the win for
Akron.

MEN
From Page 6
But besides the gap that run
closed for BG, there were three
big factors in the first half that
made the score what it was.
First was the play of CMU's
Marcus Van, who sparked the
team by scoring 14 points on 7-of10 shooting in the first half.
"He was scoring too easy, and
we weren't guarding." said coach
l.ouis Orr.
His scoring helped CMU nutshoot BG 55.6 percent to 33.3 percent lor the half.
However, the Falcons were
able to take advantage of free
throws, converting 8-of-9 from
the stripe opposed to CMU's 1of-5 to help keep the game manageable.
However, after halftime, the
two of those three things that
weren't helping the Falcons
changed to BG's favor.
"Our guys showed a lot of fight
and a lot of character," Orr said.
"[They] really fought back from
not playing well in the first half
to really stepping it up."
Van, who was out for some

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

LEADING THE WAY: Nate Miller led the team in rebounds with 12. scored 10 points and
had a key block against Central Michigan.

time due to foul trouble, didn't
score again until 2:56 left in the
game when he made the first of
his five second-half free throws.
I le only attempted one field goal
in the half.
The Falcons made 13-of-27
field goals (56.5 percent) while
they held CMU to 7-of-25 (28 percent), all while going a perfect
7-of-7 from the free throw stripe.
And while all this plus the
three-pointers that gave BG
the lead were important, Chris

Knight and Nate Miller both had
big blocks down the stretch that
helped prevent the Chippewas
from scoring.
"IKnightl comes out of
now here, but he just has a knack
for the ball," Motcn said. "Those
Iblocks] are as huge as any three
we hit or any bucket we got down
the stretch."
Knight also had key late-game
blocks in wins over Ohio and
Western Michigan earlier this
season.
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Lakers deal Cavs first home loss
By Tom Withcri
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — No second AllSlar. No triple double lor lellron
lanies. Ami now. no mote home
winning streak.
It's been a rough few days for
the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Lamar Odom scored a season-high 28 points. Kobe liryunt
added 19 and the streak-breaking his Angeles lakers handed
Cleveland its first loss at home
this season. 101-91 yesterdav.
The Cavaliers came in 23-0 at
Quicken I oans Arena, but were
stopped by the hikers, who
ended lioston's 19-game winning streak on Christmas Day
and halted a 12-game run by the
MARK DUNCAN AP PHOTO
Celtics earlier this week.
lames finished with Hi points WHO NEEDS BYNUM?: Lamar Odom. replacing the injured Andrew Bynum. scored 28
on just S-of-20 shooting for points in the Lakers' win over the Cavs.
Cleveland, which hadn't lost
at home since (iame 5 against
But die game never materialOdom scored 13 of LOS Angeles'
Washington in the first round of
last 16 points to close the quarter, ized into a Bryant vs. lanies affair
last season's playoffs.
The Lakers weren't intimidat- capping his one-man scoref- as (Mom stole the spotlight.
larlier this week, lakers coach
ed in the NBAs rowdiest arena est with a two-handed dunk
and went 6-0 on a road trip that off a miss in tin- final second Phil lackson attributed some of
also included stops in Minnesota. as the lakers became just the Cleveland's dominance at home
Memphis. New York, Toronto fourth team this season to lead to a raucous crowd that may
influence the officials.
Cleveland at home after three.
and Boston.
"They all wear No. 23 and help
The lakers pushed their lead
Pau Gasol added IB points
with 12 rebounds for I «s Angeles, to 10 before the Cavaliers ral- him throw that |expletive| up in
which played a solid all-around lied and closed to 93-89 on two the air when he's at the scorer's
game and made just six turn- free throws by Ugauskas with desk," lackson said. "He gets
overs — none over the final 19:28. 3:06 left. But Bryant, who was away with murder, on top of it,
The lakers' trip started rocky with battling flulike symptoms, hit on his home court."
lackson slightly backed off
center Andruw Bynum injuring a high-arching fadeaway, and
his knee against the Grizzlies, but Gasol dropped one of two free from those remarks before the
it couldn't have ended any better. throws to make it 96-89 when game.
Tin just saying, it's home court,"
Zydninas Ugauskas scored 22 the jumbo scoreboard above
to lead Cleveland. Mo Williams, midcourt inside Quicken Loans he said. "There are going to be
whose All-Star snub had infu- Arena went dark, a symbolic more fans who will be involved
riated the Cavs. scored 19 and moment for Cleveland's players in every bump and grind and
whatever happens individually
lames finished with 12 assists and fans.
lames was stripped on the Cavs' to him. Those things will affect
and eight rebounds. It was lames'
first game since his apparent his- next possession, and Gasol made the decisions of referees."
lanies hadn't heard Jackson's
toric triple-double at Madison two moia free throws and scored
Square Garden was downgraded on a putback as the lakers put remarks.
"Me get calls?" he said in a diswhen the league look away One an exclamation point on one of
hclieving tone. "You guys know
their biggest wins this season.
of his 10 rebounds.
Cleveland's crowd was at a Phil. He always makes a comOdom, who added a seasonbest 17 rebounds, scored 15 playoff pitch from the outset ment before a big game or rivalry
in the third quaner, when the for one of the most anticipated game. I le always says something
lakers outscored the Cavaliers games of the season, a matchup to throw people's focus off. But
31-16 to mm a 10-point deficit of the league's top stars, both you guys know that I don't get as
into a 82-77 lead entering the leading MVP candidates, and many calls as I should get. We're
not going to go there."
nvo of the NBAs best teams.
fourth.

ECCA
Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Winner of Free rent for the 2009/2010 School Year

Anthony Bryson
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MILLER
From Page 6
steak dinner—you've got to be
out of your mind to think that's
going to happen.
And while we can talk about
the achievement today, come
Thursday night, this mark could
go away and have to come all
over again.
It's no secret a rival game can
go either way and with a tough
game against Toledo looming, a
loss would push Miller back to
99 games over .500.
With a 7-2 conference record,
Toledo is the best opponent BG
has welcomed into Anderson
Arena this season, and a legitimate threat to end the run the
Falcons are on.
But with a loss not set in stone,
it's nice just to savor the accomplishment while it's here.
Within the MAC, Miller is
currently ranked sixth all-time
in wins, but fifth place Donita
Davenport (Central Michigan
1985-96) has just one more and
current Miami coach Maria
Fantanarosa has 172 so it's not
improbable to think Miller will
be in fourth place when this
season is over.
And while those two along

GYM
From Page 6
understand that no matter what
we did, Kent State was going to
hit and we had to prepare for
them to hit," Ballard said. "We
had to be at our best to make |a
win| happen."
The Falcons started the meet
off on the vault and continued
to have success on the rotation
as they recorded two top-three
finishes. Freshmen Andrea
Kinzer led BG to a second place
finish with a score of 9.775 and
junior Brcanne Guy finished
third, scoring a 9.750.
Next in the rotation, the
Falcons headed to the uneven
bars. Despite the two falls
they had, the-team still posted
two top-three finishes. Kasey
Fillmore and Amber Brewer
both scored a 9.775, tying for
second place.
The balance beam has been
by far BG's toughest event this
season, but that was not the
case Saturday. The lineup
stepped up and scored a 48.450,
their highest scoring event of
the afternoon and a season high
as a team.
Guy posted a career high
9.825, tying for a first place
finish. Right behind her were
Fillmore. with a 9.750 and

"... to think otherwise is like going to
McDonald's and expecting a steak
dinner-you've got to be out of your
mind to think that's going to happen."
If Miller does eventually
with current Kent State coach
Bob l.indsey, . former Toledo reach that mark, it won't be the
coach MarkFhlen (1996-2008) first time the two were paired
and former BG and CMU coach together as Miller had this to say
Fran Voll (1985-91, 1996-2000) following the Buffalo game on
have more wins (368, 240 and Ian, 21 when he tied Fennelly for
189 respectively) than Miller, wins with 166.
"With the win tonight, our win
there is just one MAC coach who
can boast a better winning per- total ties Bill Fennelly who is still
a mentor of mine," Miller said.
centage.
That is former Toledo coach "So anytime people mention
Bill Fennelly who compiled a my Inamcl anywhere near Bill
166-53 (.758) record from 1989 Fennelly, it means a lot to me.
"I hope I can do for Bowling
to 1995.
Currently sitting at .708, Miller Green basketball what Bill
recently passed Voll (144-60, Fennelly once did for Toledo
.706) to become the winningest basketball."
Currently, Fennelly's Toledo
coach (percentage-wise) in BG
history, but he still has a long resume is better than Miller's,
but if Miller continues to do
way to go to catch Fennelly.
Assuming he doesn't lose any what he is doing now, it's not
more games, Miller could match inconceivable to think the two
the mark on paper in 49 games. coaches may switch roles with
However, he would still tech- Miller becoming the more legnically be a few thousandths endary coach when he retires or
of a percent behind Fennelly moves out of the MAC.
All in all. not bad for a guy
(.757785 to .757990) so it would
take a 50-0 run to actually pass who went 9-19 in h is first year of
him.
coaching.

"There's going to
be a lot of pressure
put on them in
practice as far as if
things count or don't
count, and if they
stay on their feet as
opposed to sticking
something-we're
really going to put
the emphasis on it."
Craig Ballard | Assistant coach
Megan Chronister who also
scored a season high 9.725 and
finished in fifth place.
Finishing out the meet, BG
went to the floor where they
improved their overall score
with a 47.925. Fillmore led the
way, scoring a 9.675, and behind
her were lenna Wirtanen and
Guy with scores of 9.650 and
9.600, respectively.
With their season high score,
Ballard thinks the team took
steps last week.

BEN10HMAN . THE BG NEWS

SUCCESS: The gymnastics team had a
strong showing on Saturday.

"Our practice and preparation is pretty good," Ballard
said. "There's going to be a lot
of pressure put on them in practice as far as if things count or
don't count, and if they stay on
their feet as opposed to sticking something—we're really
going to put the emphasis on
it."
The Falcons will continue
their homestand as Western
Michigan travels to Anderson
Arena on Friday at 6:00 p.m.

Ohio States women upset by Michigan State
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) —
Without a key starter and with
a score to settle, Alyssa DeFlaan
and Lykendra Johnson stepped
up in their biggest game of the
season.
Dellaan scored 16 points
and Johnson had 14 points and
11 rebounds to help Michigan
State beat No. 14 Ohio State 5246 and draw within a half-game
of the Big Ten lead yesterday.
"It's a great feeling and we're
going to carry this with us to
next Thursday," DeHaan said
of another payback opportunity at Indiana. "We knew
we couldn't get too emotional'
today. The key was keeping our
composure."
The 6-fool-9 Dellaan was 6for-8 from the field and had
the only two 3-point baskets

for the Spartans (17-7, 10-3 Big
Ten). The 6-foot-l Johnson was
6-for-9 from the floor and was a
force on the boards.
"My uncle, Russell, Cross,
played center at Purdue and he
always told me, 'Go.for the ball.
Go for the ball,'" lohnson said.
"That's what 1 did and everyone
else did their part."
Jantel Lavender had 19 points
and eight rebounds for the
Buckeyes (19-4, 10-2). But her
team shot just 31 percent from
the field in the second half and
never led in the game.
"We didn't do a good job of
reversing the ball at the start
of the game," Ohio State coach
)im Foster said. "They did what
they needed to do on offense
and defense."
It was a totally different game

from the teams' first matchup
on Ian. 4, when the Buckeyes
grabbed a 35-10 lead and won
67-49 in Columbus.
"What happened inColumbus
was a big learning experience
for us," DeHaan said. "We got
embarrassed and used that as
a motivator,"
Backed by a crowd of more
than 10,400, Michigan State
came out strong and led 29-25
in the first half. The Spartans
pounded the ball inside to
DeHaan and Johnson, who
combined for 18 points against
shorter defenders.
lohnson had 10 points on
5-for-6 shooting and grabbed
seven rebounds before the
break. DeHaan had eight
points in the first 20 minutes
and didn't miss a shot.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

5:00pm - 1:00Ah**
SUSHI : until 10:Q0pm)

30% off

( DINE IN ONLY )
FULL BAR SERVICE,
MON- SAT, DINNI
1616 E W00STER STE 6 &

419-352-7070 for reservation.fcieiivei
U l\MI\Uvww.URAKUsushi.com

JAPANESE RESTAURANT

Hurry In!
Apartments
Going Fast!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Fibromyalgia and drugs used
to help it are under scrutiny
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By Matthew Pcrronc
The Associated Press
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WASHINGTON — Two drugmakers spent hundreds of
millions of dollars last year to
raise awareness of a murky illness, helping boost sales of pills
recently approved as treatments
and drowning out unresolved
questions — including whether
it's a real disease at all.
Key components of the industry-funded buzz over the painand-fatigueailment fibromyalgia
are grants — more than $6 million donated by drugmakers Eli
Lilly and Pfizer in the first three
quarters of 2008 — to nonprofit
groups for medical conferences
and educational campaigns, an
Associated Press analysis found.
That's more than they gave for
more accepted ailments such
as diabetes and Alzheimer's.
Among grants tied to specific
diseases, fibromyalgia ranked
third for each company, behind
only cancer and AIDS for Pfizer
and cancer and depression for
Lilly.
I-'ibromyalgiadraws skepticism
for several reasons. The cause
is unknown. There are no tests
to confirm a diagnosis. Many
patients also fit the criteria for
chronic fatigue syndrome and
other pain ailments.
Experts don't doubt the
patients are in pain. They differ on what to call it and how to
treat it.
Many doctors and patients say
the drugmakers are educating
the medical establishment about
a misunderstood illness, much
as they did with depression in
the 1980s. Those with fibromyalgia have often had to fight perceptions that they are hypochondriacs, or even faking their pain.
But critics say the companies
are hyping fibromyalgia along
with their treatments, and that
the grantmaking is a textbook
example of how drugmakers
unduly influence doctors and
patients.
"I think the purpose of most
pharmaceutical company efforts
is to do a little disease-mongering and to have people use their
drugs," said Dr. Frederick Wolfe,
who was lead author of the
guidelines defining fibromyalgia
in 1990 but has since become one
of its leading skeptics.
Whatever the motive, the push
has paid off. Between the first
quarter of 2007 and the fourth
quarter of 2008, sales rose from
$395 million to $702 million for
Pfizer's Lyrica, and $442 million to $721 million for Lilly's
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Diseases and one of the nation's most prominent critics of fibromyalgia. poses for a photo.

Cymbalta.
Cymbalta, an antidepressant, won hood and Drug
Administration approval as a
treatment for fibromyalgia in
June. Lyrica, originally approved
for epileptic seizures, was
approved for fibromyalgia a year
earlier.
Drugmakers respond to skepticism by pointing out that fibromyalgiaisrecognized by medical
societies.includingtheAmerican
College of Rheumatology.
"I think what we're seeing here
is just the evolution of greater
awareness aboutacondition that
has generally been neglected
or poorly managed." said Steve
Romano, a Pfizer vice president
who oversees its neuroscience
division. "And it's mainly being
facilitated by the fact the FDA
has now approved effective
compounds."
The FDA approved the drugs
because they've been shown
to reduce pain in fibromyalgia
patients, though it's not clear
how.
Some patients say the drugs
can help, but the side effects

include nausea, weight gain and
drowsiness.
Helen Arellanes of Los Angeles
was diagnosed with fibromyalgia in September 2007 and later
left her job to go on disability. She
takes five medications for pain,
including Lyrica and Cymbalta.
"I call it my fibromyalgia fog,
because I'm so medicated I go
through the day feeling like I'm
not really there," Arellanes said.
"But if for some reason I miss
a dose of medication, I'm in so
much pain."
A single mother of three,
Arellanes sometimes struggles
to afford all her medications. She
said she is grateful that a local
Pfizer sales representative occasionally gives her free samples of
Lyrica "to carry me through the
month."
The drugmakers' grant-making is dwarfed by advertisement
spending. Eli Lilly spent roughly
$128.4 million in the first three
quarters of 2008 on ads to promote Cymbalta. according to
TNS Media Intelligence. Pfizer
Inc. spent more than $125 million advertising Lyrica.

THE
TANNING
CENTER
iervi*] &C, &NZ 1980

32 Rooms fluailable!!
Use your package al aoy ol out locations
► THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

S beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

> SOUTHSIOE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
■ONE TIME PURCHASE •

2 Mare™ $58!
On* Standard - OnaPrarrmm

Tan for as low
I as $15 a month
1
-CALL FOR DETAILS'
1
I Cr«KM CJVd W*MWi • 3 montn -nnifnum

LOTIONS

*THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Mam
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$S35/month Full Year Lease

TanningCenterBG.com

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

AP PHOTO

TAKING A STANCE: FredfXk Wolfe. Director of the National Databank (or Rheumatic

i Mht pay prate toll

Preferred
Properties Co.

.

Find A Place To Call Home

|riVYW00DAPTS.%
# 1 Bdrms./Studios #

www.pref0rredprop0rtiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
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'■fiWlTwIW*

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies

£NearBGSU, private*
patio/entrance, extra
storage, pets
*
welcome, shortterm leases avail.
$ 419-352-7691
-k

Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
530 S Maple SI

EHO

419-352-9378
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Jazz singing
Bikini top
Greyhound pacer
Gymnast Korbut
Scarlet, e.g.
Actress Dahl
Secret retreat
Curious
Tropical lizard
Without warning
Actress Lupino
Spinoff of "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show"
Samms and Lazarus
City on Baranof Island
Projecting tooth
Push for
Driving nails obliquely
Slammer
Wild time
Inter-campus sports grp.

40
42
45
47
51
52
54
55
57
59
60
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
30
32
35
39
41
42
43
44
46
48

Individual performer
Chilean-born pianist Arrau
Unsettle
Tropical root
Thin soup
Fiery
Made sense
Support bar
Take issue
Something to scream
Actress Arthur
Motel
Oolong, e.g.
Greek letter
Some thrown horseOld French bread?
Foundations
shoes
Moe, Larry or Curly
Med. procedure
Vote into office
Gone by
Congeal
Ladder features
Miles Davis classic
Exploits
Have the answers
Palindromic honk
Stare open-mouthed
Sellout theaters
Wane
Sebaceous cyst
Boston's airport
Circulars
Canine
NASA partner
Diminutive being
Like pipes and flowers
Acquire by tnckery

Marketed
Heroic exploit
"Nova" network
Wretched
Munch Museum city
Swallows
Complaint
Social blunder
Aquarium resident
Govt. advisory grp.
Jamaican peak
Low tracts
Wbrk wk. start
Look at lasciviously
Lose weight
Coop product
Swan genus
Beginnings
French some
Sawbucks
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BC News will noi knowingly accept
advertisements thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any individual or group on the basis of race, sex.
color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally proI IT(I'd stHIlK

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
lEarn Income at Home!
Home Based On-Line Business.
Excellent SS Potential,
. Free info -419-601 -5179
Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, must be in 2nd yr majoring
in ECE and able to do lesson plans.
For more info, contact Perry Harris
at 419-241-9360 or e-mail at
babydolltreasures@yahoo.com
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791

Help Wanted

For Rent

Perrysburg lamily needs person lor
laundry, light housekeeping, & meal
prep, Tues & Thurs, 3:30-6:30pm
S8/hr. apply at: pinjobs@hotmail.com

"09-10 SY lew remaining houses
Large-315 & 321 E Merry.
lew 1s! semester leases 09-10,
1 -2 bedroom apts.
cartyrentals.com. 419-353-0325

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS!
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starts when school is out lor summer
to middle of Aug Work consists o(
operating equipment, including floor
buffers and floor sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying gym
floor finish. We thoroughly train you
in all phases of work Job pays $8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week, flex.
hours. Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or fax resume to 419-825-1714.

THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE AT
CAMP CANADENSIS!
Sleep away camp in the Pocono
Mtns seeks college students to enjoy
the perfect balance of work & fun
teaching athletics, water sports, outdoor adventure and the arts.
We will be on your campus in Feb.
www. canaden sis. com
inlo@canadensis.com
Call 800-832-8228

What's Your Pleasure'
w
or

•AVAIL NOW 2 BR apts low as S449
see Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
1 BR apt close to campus, avail now1
$395/mo ♦ electric, pet Iriendly
Call 419-708-9981.
3 BR apt. 443B N Enterprise- $550,
2 BR house, 819 N Summit- $400,
1 BRapt, 1112 Ridge-$350,
443 N Enterprise efficiency- $250
Call 419-308-2458
3 BR units. 1/yr lease, avail May 09,
4th & 5th St.
2 BR apts, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09.4th St Pets allowed
Call 419-409-1110.
3/4 BR apt for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok 619 High St. BG
3 or more unrelated OK
Call 419-308-3525
426 E Wooster. Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail. Fall 2009
$950/mo. util incl. call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm,

avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
5BR, 5 person house.
all amenities, close to campus
$1200/mo 352-1584 or 353-8611
Avail now, newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR. each w/ pnv bath & entrance
Close to campus, $1075/mo + elec.
Call 419-708-9981
Avail Aug 2009, 3 BR house. W/D.
close to univ, 718 3rd St. - $650/mo.
127 Georgia Ave. A/C, DAA>- $975/m
218 Dill, A/C, W/D, DAM -$1000/mo
220 Dill. W/D hookup. A/C and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 5th St. W/D. A/C - $900/mo.
219 N. Enterprise - $1400/mo
131 N. Church - $750/mo
118 Clay St W/D-$900/mo
202 E Merry. W/D, AC DAW $1200
Call 419-308-2458
Basement Apt, Near.Campus
$350/mo, util. ind.
Call 419-352-5882
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours: 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments com
HOUSES - REDUCED PRICES
May 2009 Leases
824 5th St. 4 BR, 2 bath,
$1000/mo. 4 people allowed.
2 Orchard Circle,
1/2 blck from campus, near windmill,
4BR. 2 bath, $1100/mo

Aiiaua20Q9_Leases

227 S College, 3 BR, 1 bath,

$975/mo
Call 419-806-4429 or go to
www.froboserentals.com

♦rffEfeCA"
Management Inc.
(419)353-5800

February SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate
Student Housing for 2009/2010

A

meccabg.com

Houses lor rent. 4-5 bdrms 2 baths.
Close to downtown, $1500/mo.
419-340-2500

Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished. We provide allf
util, cable TV & high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg com
J
TWO BEDROOM APTS
Avail. May-August,
Call 419-352-3445, 9am-9pm

WORLD
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Plane that crashed into Amazon might
have been overloaded, authorities say
By Tales Azzoni
The Associated Press

AP PHOTO
BLAZING INFERNO: A fire truck moves away from out of control flames from a bushfire in the Bunyip State Forest near the township
of Tonimbuk. west of Melbourne Walls of flame roared across southeastern Australia, in the country's worst wildfire in a quarter century

ildfires ravage southeastern
Australia, leave 108 dead
By Tanalee Smith
The Associated Press

HEALESVILLE, Australia —
The landscape was blackened
as far as the eye could see by the
deadliest wildfires in Australia's
history, leaving police to guard
a checkpoint to a town that no
longer existed.
"Marysville is no more,'' Senior
Constable Brian Cross saiil yes
terday from the road leading to
the smoldering remains of the
town, where witnesses said up to
90 percent of the buildings were
in ruins. He added it to the list of
casualties from the fire, which
killed at least 108 people.
It was one of several towns in
the country's Victoria state left
utterly devastated by the inferno, which destroyed 700 homes.
Some victims were burned in
their homes, other died in their
cars as they fled. Authorities
warned the death toll was likely
to rise.
"Hell in all its fury has visited
the good people of Victoria,"

Prime Minister Kevin Rudd said.
"It's an appalling tragedy for the
nation."
The skies rained ash and trees
exploded in the fire, witnesses
said, as temperatures of up 117
F (47 C) combined with blasting winds to create furnace-like
conditions.
At least 18 of the deaths were
from the Kinglake area, about
50 miles (100 kilometers) north
of Melbourne, where residents
said the fire bit with barely any
notice.
Mandy Darkin said she was
working at a restaurant "like
nothing was going on "until they
were suddenly told to go home.
"I looked outside the window
and said: 'Whoa, we are out of
here, this is going to be bad,'"
Darkin said. "I could see it coming. I just remember the blackness and you could hear it, it
sounded like a train."
At the checkpoint outside
Marysville. a police car blocked
the road and small pockets of
people stood together in quiet

unease. The acrid smell of smoke
stung the nose and eyes, and a
thick cloud hung over the Yarra
Valley.
One resident driving out of the
fire zone seemed dazed, slowing down at the checkpoint only
to call out his window to some
waiting neighbors. "It's gone.
Everything isdestroyed," he said,
shaking his head and continuing
down the hill.
Only five houses were left
standing out of about 40 in
one neighborhood that an
Associated Press news crew
flew over. Street after street was
lined by smoldering wrecks of
homes, roofs collapsed inward,
iron roof sheets twisted from
the heat. The burned-out hulks
of cars dotted roads. A church
was smoldering, only one wall
with a giant cross etched in it
remained standing.
Here and there, fire crews
filled their trucks from ponds
and sprayed down spot fires.
There were no other signs of life.

SAO PAULO — Four people at
the rear of a plane that crashed
in a muddy Amazon river managed to open an emergency
door and swim to safety as the
aircraft sank, dragging at least
24 others to their death.
Most victims were members
of a single family that chartered
the plane to travel to a birthday
party, authorities said yesterday. Seven children died.
"It was all very fast. The plane
sank very fast," 21-year-old
survivor Brenda Moraes told
GloboNews TV. "We only had a
chance because we were sitting
in the last rows and could open
the emergency door."
Divers recovered two dozen
bodies from the twin turboprop
plane that plunged into the
Manacapuru river in a heavy
rainstorm Saturday afternoon,
firefighter Maj. lair Ruas Braga
said.
Authorities said they would
investigate whether the plane,
with a capacity of 21, had too
many passengers.
Firefighters stood hip-deep
in the river yesterday examin-

WISVASCONCELOS
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RIVER WRECKAGE: Firefighters reviewa plane that crashed at the Manacapuru river, in
the Brazilian state of Amazonas. A handful of survivors escaped before the aircraft sank

ing the plane, which was largely
submerged except for the tail
and the emergency exit door.
Nearly 20 people on board
were family members, plus
friends and two pilots, said
Fernando Bezerra, a director
of the company operating the
plane.
The survivors, including a
9-year-old, swam clear of the
sinking plane and were helped
by local residents until rescuers
arrived later Saturday.
Onerelative.RobertoBuchdid,
said his wife called and told him
to alert authorities.

"She was very scared,"
Buchdid said.
The four survivors had only
minor injuries and were in
good condition yesterday, said
Marcelo Alves Cabral, director
of the hospital where they were
treated. He told Globo's Gl Web
site that the worst injury was
a deep cut on the back of a 23year-old man.
"They told me that when they
heard one of the engines stop,
the plane lost altitude and hit
something before going nosefirst into the water," Cabral
said.

Right-to-die case sparks debate, protests
By Nicole Winfiold
The Associated Press

ROME — Italy's health minister
declared yesterday there were
problems with the clinic hosting
a woman in a hotly debated rightto-die case, as die government
appeared to be trying a new tactic
to keep her alive.
Minister Maurizio Sacconi also
said the "La Quiete" clinic in Udine
isn't the hospice or hospital facility called for by the Milan appeals
court, which has ruled that Eluana
Englaro's feeding tubes can be
removed.
Englaro, 38, has been in a veg-

etative state since she was in a car
accident 17 years ago. Her doctors
haw said her condition is irreversible. Her father won a decade-long
court battle to remove her feeding
tubes, saying it was her wish.
But Italy's center-right government, backed by the Vatican, has
been trying to keep her alive and
hopes to pass legislation this week
forbidding food and water from
being suspended for patients who
depend on them.
Englaro's plight has convulsed
Italy, which has seen daily demonstrations by both those who favor
letting her die and those who say
that's tantamount to homicide.
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CANDLELIT PROTEST: Waters and
candles are seen in front of a photo of Eluana
at "La Quiete* (The Stillness) clinic entrance.
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